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Climate Risk Agenda
1. Welcome to a LMA education event, format and Housekeeping

This event will provide attendees with an overview of the models on the NASDAQ platform and understand how the Fathom UK Flood 

model is assisting managing agents and the company market with the recent PRA CBES exercise.

2. Introduction – David Singh, MS Amlin & Chair of EMWG

3. Nasdaq context and model availability by Dr Matt Jones, Head of Catastrophe Risk Product, NASDAQ who will discuss:

- Oasis vs Nasdaq

- scope of models on platform

- climate conditioned models emerging

- validating existing CBES work / preparing for future requirements.

2. Fathom UK Flood CBES model by Dr Andrew Smith, Co-Founder, Dr Oliver Wing, Chief Research Officer, and Olivia Sloan, 

Technical Sales Consultant will cover:

- Company introduction

- Fathom UK Flood model and maps

- How models were climate conditioned to meet CBES requirements

- Headline UK figures

- Climate change roadmap

- How to access the models.

3. Q&A session



Introduction & Overview
• Climate change: one of the most significant and urgent risks facing the whole of the economy, today and for decades to 

come

• Insurers can help mitigate the worst of these impacts for policyholders and wider society

• Insured losses are regularly exceeding budgetary expectations e.g. Harvey, Ida, Wildfires, Floods etc.

• Strategy, Practical guidance and “Use Test”

• LMA Climate Risk Working Group (CRWG), ISCM,  & other industry working groups (access to papers and groups)

• Climate Risk Management through multiple lenses:

• SS3/19 and ESG - the need to act now

• Panel discussion to help you understand how models are responding to the physical, transition and liability 

challenges within the insurance industry.

“What we cannot measure we cannot manage…” 

Andrew Bailey, Governor, Bank of England
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Nasdaq is a Technology Company
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Market Technology
Powering 130+ of the world’s leading marketplaces
Including: Traditional Capital Markets, Wagering and Sports Betting, 
Insurance, Advertising, Real Estate, Digital Assets and Loyalty Points

Trusted data, index and analytics

A leading position in listings, investor relations and 
ESG services

Diverse portfolio of North American and European markets

Investment Intelligence

Corporate Platforms

Market Services



Risk Modelling Platform
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• Open source tools for developing, 
deploying and executing catastrophe 
models:

• Oasis financial model

• Oasis user interface

• Model development toolkit

• Open Data Standards (ODS)

• Open Exposure Data (OED)

• Open Results Data (ORD)

• Member driven development 
roadmap
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• SaaS: no hardware or software required

• World class data security

• Support and change management

• Easy to Access

• Intuitive user interface 

• REST APIs for system integrations

• Free model evaluations

• One contract, multiple vendors

• Independent from model developers and 
(Re)Insurance community

• Stable, respected technology partner
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Risk Modelling Platform



12 Model Vendors | 300+ Country Perils
Powered by Oasis LMF 

F l o o d

COUNTRIES

218
E a r t h q u a ke

78
COUNTRIES

W i n d s t o r m

14
COUNTRIES

C l i m a t e
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Modelling Eco-system

1 2

Australia Flood

US Hurricane
Climate-conditioned version coming

Middle East & Africa Earthquake

Australia Multi-peril
Detailed models coming soon

US Earthquake
Japan Earthquake

US Flood
UK Flood

Climate-conditioned models available now

Europe Windstorm
Switzerland Flood

Malaysia Flood
Arabian Peninsula EQ

Global Flood
Climate-conditioned version coming

UK Flood
Climate-conditioned version coming

Australia Hail
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Colombia Earthquake
South Africa Earthquake

European Earthquake
Latin-America Earthquake

European Earthquake

Deterministic Model



Climate-conditioned Cat Models Are Emerging

Available:

Fathom-UK CAT provides modelled 
losses for UK flood tailored to CBES 
requirements:

• Year 0

• Year 10 Action / No Additional Action

• Year 30 Action / No Additional Action

In progress:

Models from JBA and ARA
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• Caution needed about how 
climate model data is used

 e.g. Fiedler et al, Nature 
Climate Change, 2021

• Cat models provide a method 
for quantifying physical climate 
risk albeit with significant 
uncertainty



UK Regulatory Context and Use Cases

PRA Supervisory Statement SS3/19 - April 2019
• 3.6: “The PRA expects firms to understand the financial 

risks from climate change… Firms are also expected to 
go beyond using only historical data to inform their risk 
assessment, for example by considering future trends in 
catastrophe modelling” 

Sam Woods letter to CEOs – July 2020
• “Firms should have fully embedded their approaches to 

managing climate-related financial risks by the end of 
2021”

• “Metrics and quantification were identified as the most 
challenging aspect of assessing climate-related financial 
risks”

CBES – submissions due mid-October 2021
• For UK Flood, CBES require Gross AAL and 100 year AEP 

loss split between Coastal and Inland flood
 At postcode district level for UK residential 

property
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Current use cases for climate 
conditioned cat models:

• Satisfying SS3/19 expectations 
– all firms

• Validate existing CBES 
submissions (due mid-October) 
– large firms

• Prepare for future regulatory 
requirements post-CBES 
– all firms

• Wider use than just insurance
e.g. mortgage book credit risk



Fathom 

Dr Andrew Smith, Co-founder & COO
Dr Oliver Wing - CRO

Olivia Sloan - Technical Consultant
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Flooding is the most 
costly natural 
disaster in the world

And it’s going to get 
worse.

In the United States, total 
flood exposure is expected 
to almost double by 2100, 
simply because of 
urbanisation. This is without 
considering any potential 
changes in climate.

We are living in non-stationary times.

48mm/hr

August 2021

82mm/hr

September 2021

1886
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And the basic theory is well understood.

Flood inundation is typically simulated with dynamical 
methods.

Numerical solutions of the Shallow Water equations.

Model structures are well established and routinely 
deployed.

At small scales we can build models with remarkable 
accuracy.

What can we do? We can build models!

http://drive.google.com/file/d/17j_9ucbi6ROxXuupxhCmjDHwoSd2dIx1/view
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Climate models are designed to simulate… climate.

Many of the processes that produce flood driving rainfall are missing.

This gap has to be bridged, usually using some form of 
‘application technique’.

IPCC report concluded... not much.

However, in the UK, we are very fortunate.

UKCP provides data that at least goes some way to bridging this gap.

Fundamental mismatch between climate models and flood models

And what about the future?
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Fathom-UK

10metre resolution

5 future climate scenarios: RCP2.6, RCP4.5, 

RCP8.5, 2°C, and 4°C

10 return periods ranging from 1:5 to 1:1000

3 hazard layers: pluvial, fluvial and coastal

160,000km² of LiDAR 

terrain data

100% representation of river channels
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Fathom-UK provides full coverage of multiple flood perils
10 return periods. Present and future scenarios. Defended and undefended models.

Fluvial Pluvial CoastalFluvial Pluvial Coastal
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Fluvial modelling

● 10m resolution

● Up-to-date lidar terrain

● Sophisticated channel 
representation

● Flows from river 
gauges + statistical 
model (Flood 
Estimation Handbook)

● Comprehensive flood 
defence data

Exeter (undefended fluvial)
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Fluvial modelling

● 10m resolution

● Up-to-date lidar terrain

● Sophisticated channel 
representation

● Flows from river 
gauges + statistical 
model (Flood 
Estimation Handbook)

● Comprehensive flood 
defence data

Exeter (defended fluvial)
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Nottingham (pluvial)

Pluvial modelling

● 10m resolution

● Channel drainage 
represented

● Flood simulated even 
for the smallest flow 
pathways

● Extreme precipitation 
from CEH rain gauges
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Coastal modelling

● 10m resolution

● Tide, surge, and wave 
set-up

● Latest EA extreme sea 
level data

Fathom-UK 200-year flood

North Somerset

EA Flood Zone 3
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Hazard validation

Comparison to EA & NRW 
flood maps:

● 82% of benchmark 
captured

● 75% similarity to 
benchmark

Comparison to EA at-risk 
buildings:

● 77% captured
● 68% similarity (87% 

within 100m)
● 5% difference in count of 

at-risk buildings

Example in rural Worcestershire:
EA vs Fathom, buildings
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Climate change

● Met Office UKCP18 
climate models

● 12 km resolution 
(RCP8.5)

● Pluvial: rainfall changes

Pluvial: extreme rainfall change factors
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Fluvial: extreme discharge change factors
Climate change

● Met Office UKCP18 
climate models

● 12 km resolution 
(RCP8.5)

● Pluvial: rainfall changes
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Coastal: addition of projected mean sea-level
Climate change

● Met Office UKCP18 
climate models

● 12 km resolution 
(RCP8.5)

● Pluvial: rainfall changes

● Fluvial: river flow 
changes

● Coastal: sea-level rise
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BoE CBES

3 scenarios:
● Early Action
● Late Action
● No Additional Action

2 time horizons:
● Year 10 (2030)
● Year 30 (2050)

Changes w.r.t Year 0 (2020):
1. Map CBESs onto RCP8.5 

trajectory (in terms of 
↑GMT)

2. Interpolate CBESs from 
RCP8.5 hazard layers
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Fathom-UK CAT

Fluvial, pluvial, & coastal 
flood events.

Conditional multivariate 
statistical model fitted to 
observations.

Over 15,000 vulnerability 
functions derived from MCM:

● Structure
● Contents
● ALE
● BI
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Risk validation

Residential ABI losses 1998–
2018, adjusted for:

● Inflation
● Lack of cover
● Market share
● Normalisation

AAL = £407M

Modelled losses from 
Fathom-UK CAT

AAL = £451M
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CBES results

Annual cost of inaction:

● £73M (+18%) by 2050

Policy action taken:
● £7M (+2%) by 2050
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CBES results

Peril differentiation:

● ↑ coastal

● ↑ pluvial
● ↕ fluvial

Explicit physical modelling 
needed to fully understand 
climate impacts.



How can Fathom help you?

Fathom© 2021
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Fathom© 2021

Why is it useful to have a climate change view?

Regulatory reporting

• CBES and beyond

• RDS style annual climate impact reporting

• Baseline for future exercises

De-emphasize historical data

• No longer suitable to base view of risk solely on historical data

• Fathom’s current view

• Updated to 2020 conditions

CBES, regulatory reporting, and beyond…
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Fathom© 2021

Why is it useful to have a climate change view?

Exposure management

• Stress testing (exposure, rates, policy terms)

• Long term strategy e.g. coastal exposure & SLR

• Risk aggregation

• Portfolio diversification

• Incentivise risk mitigation & build resilience

Pricing

• Inform rate changes

• By-peril rating at property level

• Increase precision of rating plans

• Flood deductibles can be linked to property risk rating

• Climate informed premium setting
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Q&A
Thank you for joining

David Singh  

MS Amlin & LMA EMWG Chair

david.singh@msamlin.com

Dr Andrew Smith

Chief Operations Officer

a.smith@fathom.global

James Lay

Commercial Director

james.lay@nasdaq.com

website: www.nasdaq.com/cat-risk-ecosystem

Matthew Jones

Head of Catastrophe Risk Product

matthew.jones@nasdaq.com

Dr Oliver Wing

Chief Research Officer

o.wing@fathom.global

Olivia Sloan

Technical Consultant

o.sloan@fathom.global

James Sawle

Business Development

james.sawle@nasdaq.com


